For the past 12 months, we have celebrated the university’s 150th anniversary, honoring San José State as the West Coast’s oldest public institution of higher education and recognizing our institution’s many contributions to the growth and success of Silicon Valley. And now there is further cause to celebrate: 2006-2007 marks an unparalleled year in giving.

Thanks to your generosity, we are proud to report that the university has received a record number of private gifts. The total amount, $50,200,000, represents a 98 percent increase over 2005-2006.

Gifts from Charles Davidson and Connie Lurie resulted in the renaming of the College of Engineering and the College of Education, respectively, in their honor. The Davidson and Lurie gifts establish endowments earmarked for student and faculty development, technological innovations and leading-edge education—support that will continue to increase the university’s visibility and enhance our profile. San José State is the only university in the CSU to receive two college-naming gifts in a single year. Also this year, International House founder and Tower Award recipient Phyllis Simpkins has gifted the university with an additional bequest, the most recent of many financial contributions to the university by the Simpkins family.

We are especially grateful to the donors listed in the following pages who make SJSU part of their annual charitable plans and who show their loyalty and commitment to the university by donating consistently, year after year. Every gift, no matter the amount, is important. Every gift counts. Every gift is in an investment in the university’s future. And every gift goes toward making San José State not merely a good university but an excellent one.

Thank you for being such an integral part of assuring San José State’s legacy of learning.

Gratefully,

Fred Najjar
Vice President, University Advancement
Legacy Giving

The President’s Club
Legacy giving recognizes individuals who have given at least $150,000, cumulatively, to the university during their lifetime.

- The Chancellor’s Circle: $1,000,000 or more
- George W. Minns Society: $150,000 – $999,999
- The Heritage Society
  The Heritage Society recognizes individuals who include the university in their estate plans.

Leadership Giving

The Tower Society
The Tower Society recognizes individuals who have given at least $1,000 during the fiscal year to any area or program, including athletics.

- President’s Circle: $50,000 or more
- Washington Square Council: $25,000 – $49,999
- The 1857 Club: $10,000 – $24,999
- The Gold & Blue Society: $5,000 – $9,999
- Tower Ambassadors: $1,000 – $4,999
- The Dean’s Circle
  $1,000 or more to a dean’s discretionary fund
  Giving to a dean’s discretionary fund allows each dean to take advantage of special opportunities or direct funds where needed most. Dean’s Circle members are also recognized through their annual and cumulative giving in leadership and legacy giving societies.

The Gateway Club
- Brick & Tile Patrons: $500 – $999
- Friends of the University: up to $499

Corporate & Foundation Giving

University Partners
Recognizes the cumulative giving of organizations, corporations and foundations.

- The President’s Society: $1,000,000 or more
- The 1857 Fellows: $150,000 – $999,999

Donor Recognition Society members provide the means by which SJSU’s colleges and units continue to achieve academic excellence and athletic success. Recent Alumni who have graduated within the last five years are recognized for gifts at half the minimum giving level of each recognition society. Matching gifts from employer corporations and foundations not only double or triple the amount of original support, they raise the level of an individual’s society membership.
Our Donor Recognition Society program was created to honor individuals and organizations that support the university through annual and cumulative giving.

Every gift received during fiscal year July 1, 2006, through June 30, 2007 is listed on the following pages in acknowledgment of your generous support. We sincerely thank you for the gift that you made over this past fiscal year to support our students, outstanding faculty and programs.

With your investment in San José State and its vision, we are poised to begin another wonderful and productive 150 years!

thank you!
The President's Club
CHANCELLOR’S CIRCLE
$1,000,000
James Boccadoto
Anita and Charles Davidson
Wanda and Lance Ginner
Alfred Gordoy
Emma Legg
Sally and Donald Lucas
Connie and Robert Lurie
Betty and Gordon Moore
Lois Reynolds
Diann and David Sant
Phyllis Simpkins
Natalie Thompson

GEORGE W. MINNIS SOCIETY
$150,000-$999,999
Anonymous
James Armstrong
Joan and Donald Beall
Ann and Laurence Boucher
Susan and Phillip Boyce
Diane and Lee Brandenburg
Sandra and Fred Chasalow
Marion Cilker
Susan and Stephen Coates
Carol and Robert Coe
Maryann Crawford
Laurie Davison
Betty Davison
Cathy and Henry Down
David Dumont
Billye Ericksen
Marilyn and Stanley Gadway
Jeff Garcia
Noelle Bobbe George
Glenn George
Rhodine and Jack Gifford
John Gilbert
Diana Gilbert
Carolyn and Mark Guirdry
Martha Heasley Cox
Blanche and Robert Hosfeldt
Charlene and Derry Kabcenell
Cynthia Kenyon-Lazares and David Lazares
Lori and Alan Kessler
Henry Little
Ruth Moore

John Moore
Tasha and John Morgridge
Don Newman
Jennifer and Edward Oates
David Packard
Ben Reichmuth
Herbert Richards
Donna and Gordon Rooney
Trudy and Terrence Rose
Mary and Gary J. Sbora
Patricia and Stephen Schott
Edward Scott
Carolyn and Raymond Silva
Kimball Small
Carol and William Smythe
Phil Spuler
Molly and Barry Swenson
Patty and William Tamblyn
Lois Thore
Sue and Nathaniel Tinkler
Catherine Urban
Carolyn and Richard Vermeil
Janet and Sang Wang
Marva and John Warnock
Blanche Woelfel

THE HERITAGE SOCIETY
MEMBERS INCLUDE
SJUS IN THEIR ESTATE PLANNING
Anonymous
William Adams
Emma Anderson
Keith Antognini
Laurie Antognini
Charlene Archibeque and Bob Melnikoff
James Armstrong
Joyce and Richard Asimus
Mary Auvil
Mary Avalos
Toyo and Carlos Avila
Anna Ballarian
Shirley and Wallace Beaudry
Donna Magee and Edward Benson
Dwight Bentel
Marie and Harvey Berke
Eleanor Bezanker
John Boothby
Mary Bowman
Irna Brilliant
Catherine Bullock
Patricia and Robert Burns
Cheryl and Stephen Caplan
Richard Carlson
Patricia and William Chase
Esther and Richard Chew
Catherine M. Chin
Diane and Stanley Chinchel
Carol Christensen
Marion Cilker
Helen Clark
Connie and David Clayton
George Coakley
Kathleen and William Cohen
Tom Colla
Lupe Compean
Helen and Earl Connolley
Martha Heasley Cox
David Crawford
Edward Crowley
Sue Daughtrey
George Delucchi
Thomas Dewan
Patricia and Thomas Dicker
Gloria Duffy and Rod Diridon
Janice and Ronald Dong
Shirley and Chesley Douglas
Merrilee and Robert Downer
Ellen and William Eckert
Bradford Elman
Jerry Erich
Billy Erickson
Jane Evans
Virginia Fanelli and John Ralston
Caroline and Evan Filby
Maxine and Jack Fink
Millie and G. G. FitzGerald
Timothy Fitzgerald
Shari and Leslie Francis
Marilyn and Stanley Gadway
Crawford Gates
Suzanne and William Gilbreth
Wanda and Lance Ginner
Curtis Gowan
Darlene and Gordon Greb
James Green
Grace and William Greenwood
Patricia Grillione
Audrey and Gilbert Guerin
Lisa and Robert Gunn
Glen Guttormsen
Florence Haines
Stanley Hajduk
Scott Hamblin
Bruce Hamilton
Gerald Hamilton
Betty Hanzad
Rovenna Harden
Evelyn and David Heagerty
Ira Hillyer
June and Howard Hubbard
Peter Hubert
Hana and Barton Hughes
Billie and Don Jensen
Bertha Kalm
Frederick Keeley
Cynthia Kenyon-Lazares and David Lazares
James Kerr
Timothy Kingsbury
Gayle and Kenneth Kludt
Guenther Krueger
Christina Maria La Monico
Lamourne Judy and Don Langley
Mary Lasagna-Schnapp
Thomas Layton
Carolyn Lewis and Marilyn Radisch
Sylvia Light
Abraham Livchitz
Ada and Robert Loewer
Bette and David Loomis
Sally and Donald Lucas
Carol and John Luckhardt
Michael Masuda
Glenna Matthews
Gwendolyn McDaniel
William McHargue
Gene Medinnus
L. T. Mitchell
Janet Moore
Thelma Moore
Linda Morasch and Fredrick Petri
Valerie and Robert Morris
Lucile and Charles Morton
Anne Murphy Hopkirk and John Hopkirk
Lawrence Napolitano
Patricia Needham
Philip Nielsen
Grace Niemcziek
Janet‡ and James Noah
Theodore Norton
Ellen Ohan-Jones
Arlene Okerlund
James Olson
Eva Orton
Esther Pereyra-Suarez
Andrew Pesha
Keith Peterson
Herbert Petty
Wanna and Jerry Pitts
Frederick Poole
Andrea and Terrence Potts
Doris Prince
Fred Prochaska
Martin Prolo
Edna and William Rafiowski
Dolores Raneri
Robert Raye
Janet Redding and Thomas Richardson
Larry Rice
Herbert Richards
Dean Richardson
Olga Rocky
Maria Rodriguez
Dolores and John Rogers
Ruth Rollins
Donna and Gordon Rooney
Louis Rosenberg
Marshall Rosenthal
Muriel and David Rosenthal
Linda and Steven Rosso
Karen and Mike Ryan
Mary and Gary J. St. Bona
Shirley Saddoris
Ronald Sampson
Sandra Scarsella and Edward Boleky
Tazumi and James S. Searce
Diane and Marvin Schreck
Russ Schreck
Charlene Setlow
Carolyn and Raymond Silva
Pete Silva
Bonita Simas-Staggs
Phyllis Simpkins
Betty and Paul Skov
Anne and Lonnie Smith
Barbara and Quentin Smith
Patricia and David Smith
Notia Smith
Patricia Smith and Luke Levers
William Smith
Glens Spitze
Holly Stump
Patty and William Tamblyn
Myrna Thompson and Alan Schoen
Sharon Thoms
Margaret and Gordon Thym
Sue and Nathaniel Tinkler
Genevieve Tobiasseen
Joan and Hal Todd
Glenn Vargas
Helen Vedovelli Orville Vick
Alice and Dietrich Wagner
Leta Walter
Mary Lou and J. White
Nancy and Kenneth Wiener
Vera and Kermit Williams
Marilyn and Robert Wilson
Ruth Yaffe and Charles Houser
Aleene and Paul Yoshida
Stephen Zielinski
The Tower Society

THE PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE
$50,000+
Emma Anderson
Joan and Donald Beall
Diane and Lee Brandenburg
Marion Cilker
Susan and Stephen Coates
Anita and Charles Davidson
Rhodine and John Gifford
Diana Gilbert
Mary and Gene Goldberg
Margaret and James Jimenez
Lori and Alan Kessler
Changhwan Lee
Sally and Donald Lucas
Connie and Robert Lurie
William McGee
Betty and Gordon Moore
Don Neuman
Gust Perlegos
Herbert Richards
Trudy and Terrence Rose
Diane and David Sant
Mary and Gary J. Sbona
Phyllis Simpkins
Deborah and Gerald Walburg
Phyllis Ward

WASHINGTON SQUARE COUNCIL
$25,000-$49,999
Todd Banhazl *
Patricia and Robert Burns
Ralph and Tim Claspill
Clara Favela
Ricardo Favela *
Michael Fuhrig
Shirley and William George
Carolyn and Mark Guidry
Beverly and Kenneth Haughton
Marla and Garret Lenz
Linda Morasch and Fredrick Petri
Jack Quinton *
Dolores Raneri
Donna and Gordon Rooney
Ruby Ruhling
Molly and Barry Swenson
Agnieszka Winkler and Arthur Lund

THE 1857 CLUB
$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous
Mary Auvil
Sheri and Steve Benjamin
Susan and Phillip Boyle
Lucille Buck *
Catherine Bullock
Bih-Yueh and Jaw-Min Chang
Lee Chen
Joyce Wong-Correales and Lex Corrales
Maryann Crawford
Jennifer and J. DiNapoli
Elaine and Dana Ditmore
John Estill *
Bob Field
Cary Filizetti
Barbara and Robert Foy
Jennifer and Peter Francis
Fred Gertler
Donald Gertz
Wanda and Lance Ginner
Glen Guttermann
Genevieve and Daniel Hancock
Evelyn and David Heagerty
Jack Holland
Blanche and Robert Hosfeldt
Maurice Kanbar
Cynthia Kenyon-Lazares and David Lazares
Eunhee Kim
William Kind
Eleanor and Herbert Kraft
Bette and David Loomis
Milly and MacLyn Morris
Jennifer and Edward Oates
Kevin O’Brien
Arlene Okerlund
Olga Rocky
Shirlee and Henry Schiro
Carolyn and Raymond Silva
Deirdre and Larry Solar
Betty and James Sproule
Patty and William Tamblyn
Frances and Wayne Towne
Mark Tran *
Nicole Vecchi
Carolyn and Richard Vermeil
Linda and Thomas Walsh
William Walsh *
Esther Woolis
Henry Yang

THE GOLD & BLUE SOCIETY
$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous
Ratinder Ahuja
Thomas Albanese
Isabel Allende
Donald Babbitt
Sally and William Bishopoff
Marlene Brown
Jane and James Carter
Mannmohan Chima
Ernest Cortes
Angela and Richard Craig
Christine and John Davis
Jim Dowdall
Marilyn and Stanley Gadway
Brenda and Lionel Goularte
Daniel Haber
Gerald Hamilton
James Haughey
Frank Hong
Patricia and Randall Horton
Amy and Don Kassing
James Kerins
Thomas Layton
Robert Lindstrom
Marlice and Anthony Locy
Ada and Robert Loewer
TOWER AMBASSADORS $1,000-$4,999

Anonymous

Richard Abeyta
Julie and Carlos Alcaíne
Sandra and Cliff Allen
Sylvia and Salvador Álvarez
Barbara and Kent Anderson
Bobbie and Paul Anderson
Thomas Anderson
Lyne and Robert Archer
Charlene Archibeque and Bob Melnikoff
Lydia and Daniel Arechiga
Lisa Armento
Nola and Harvey Armstrong
Marcia and Craig Ash
Vickie and Martin Baccaglio
Margaret Bales Brady and James Brady
M. Ballard and Robert Krebs
Jan Barisch and Nicholas Barisch
Linda and William Baron
Jesus Barragan
Greg Belanger
George Bergna
James Bernstein
John Bettencourt
Robert Bettencourt
Eleanor Bezanker
Janice and Donald Bigelow
Nancy Billings
Lisa Bláse
Leo Boger
Byron Bollinger
Joseph Bondi
Diane and James Bordoni
Deborah and Robert Bossi
Merlene Bottomley
Dan Bowen
Susan Boye-Lynn and Robert Boye
Sheri and Steven Bragg
Jutta and Patrick Brassil
Helen Brazil
Jerry Breeden
Dorothy Brown
Lawrence Brown
Sandra and William Brown
Jeanette and Richard Browne
Sandra Bruce
Hans Buijnes
Fern Bugbee
Kathleen Bull
Arline Burbank
Nancy and John Burger
Joel Busch
Donald Butcher
Mark Button

Cheryl and Stephen Caplan
Louis Caple
Terry Carlitz
Beatrice and George Castro
Gail and Robert Chappell
Sandra and Fred Chasalow
Douglas Cheeseman
Robert Cheim
Catherine Chen
Tom Chen
Esther and Richard Chew
Diane and Stanley Chinchken
Robin and Stephen Ching
Bonnie and George Clark
Lee Clark
Louis Cogliani
Kathleen and William Cohen
Dave Coles
Beth and Will Concklin
Jason Conn
Julie Machura and Finis Conner
Barbara Conry
Amy and Joseph Consul
Sharron and Carl Cookson
Winifred and Douglas Cooper
Victoria Corrales
Charles Crampton
Margaret and David Critzer
Patricia and Gerald Cummings
William Danser
Nancy and Scott Daugherty
John Dawson
Laura and Larry Dean
Julieta Deang
Karl Dettweiler
Rod Diridon
Dagmar and Ray Dolby
Cheryl and David Donahue
Leslie Dorosin and Steve Bennett
Shirley and Chesley Douglas
Merrilee and Robert Downer
Adriel and R. Stephen Doyle
Marilyn Dreyer and Kirk Smith
Sally Dubbin
Gloria Duffy and Rod Diridon
Angie and Darrell Dukes
Susan and Stephen Dunn
Ty Durekas
Bruce Edwards
Don Edwards
Leonard Edwards
John Eicholz
Lynn and James Engel
Jerry Erich
Jack Evans

Barbara Fairhurst
Lawrence Fan
Gerald Feeny
Lon Fenchel
Joseph Ferrando
James Ferryman
Jane and William Finger
Jay Fischer
Beverly and Robert Fisher
Millie and G. Fitzgerald
Gloria and John Flores
Delphine and John Fontana
Alys Milner and Michael Francini
Shari and Leslie Francis
Sheri Frumkin
Kim and Jay Fulcher
Ross Fuller
Mahmoud Gahrahmat
Bertram Gale
Bill Gates
Janie and Stanley Gazy
Judi and Kenneth Gerdemeyer
Andrew Ghiggeri
Mary Lou and Claude Gilbert
Susan and Donald Gill
Deborah Goldeen
Frankie and Jack Golenor
Laura Good
Diane Gore
Janet Gray Hayes and Kenneth Hayes
Marshall Green
Michael Green
Arlene and Stephen Greenberg
Elizabeth and William Greenlee
Katherine and Philip Gregory

Manohar Grewal
Lou Ann and Joe Griego
Steven Grier
Doris Groves
Ellen and Fred Gruber
Robert Guckert
Ann Hagedorn
Steven Hallgrimson
Jeffrey Hanson
Betty Hanzad
Robert Harlan
Carol and Dave Harris
Susan and Michael Harris
Thomas Hebert
Laura Henderson and Jason Silva
Nicole Henneuse
Steve Henry
Walter Henry
John Herkenrath
Suzanne Hess Monteze
Christopher Hill
Carol Holdengraber *
James Holmes
Christine Homan
Ken Howell
Fung Huang
Raymond Huang
Michael Hubbard
Christy and Doug Huggins
Hana and Barton Hughes
Katharina and Douglas Hunt
Diana and Lanny Hunter
Jo and Alvan Hutchko

Keith Irwin
Jeanne and Dennis Isola
Elliot Jardin
Susan and Edward Johnson
Bernadette and C. Johnstone
Carol and Richard Johnstone
David Joines
Christine Jones
Cynthia Jordan Anderson and Anthony Anderson
Barbara and George Junker
Lillian and James Junker
Bertha Kalm
Surinderpal Kalra
Salese and Paul Kanter
Cynthia Kato
Michael Katz
Darina Kavanagh *
Kenneth Keegan
The Gateway Club

$500-$999

ABC
Brian Adams
Douglas Aguiler
Angelica Alfaro
Cynthia Allen
Feluz Allen *
Paul Allen
Pamela and Gary Allison
Judith and Francis Anderson
Paul Andries
Kenny Arning
Nancy and Donald Arington
Robert Avila
Michael Bailey
Fred Barse
Lynn and Jack Bariteau
Margaret and Bradford Baron
Barbara and Gene Barrie
Beverly and Robert Barton
Richard Barton
James Basso
Beverly and Paul Bastow
Cheryl Battiato
Carol Baumann
Darla Belshe
Rosalind and Paul Bene
Catherine and Warren Benson
Edward Bergstrom
Craig Berry
Delia and James Besio
Mary and Don Beukers
Daniel Bird
June and Donald Bischoff
Jo Ann and Roger Bjornstad
Erie and Rayford Blakeney
Kathy Borch
Elidia and Paul Boddie
Richard Bondelie
Bettina Borger
Sharon and Thomas Bouska
Helen and William Boyer
Susan and Chuck Bozzo
Francis Brandt
Patricia and Patrick Brick
Veronica and Steven Brown
William Brown *
Nancy and Brian Burke
Gordon Burton
Eric Butler
Maria Cabrera-Bentley and David Bentley
Michael Cady
Gregor Caillet
Thomas Campbell
Joyce Cannon
Richard Capelouto
Christina and Kenneth Capps
Justin Carder
Mark Cardosa
Brian Carey
D’Anne and Brian Carleton
Keith Carls
Loretta Carter
Maryles Castro
Ming Cheng *
Gloria and Michael Chiang
Phil Chiaramonte
Bob Christiansen
Karen and Donald Christopher
Elizabeth and James Gilker
Peter Cirrilliern
Mark Clayton
Frederick Clegg
Kathryn and Robert Clemens
Jack Clifton
John Colla
Dewayne Collins
Barbara Conant
Maria and Joseph Conetto
Sandra and Richard Conniff
Albert Conover
Lonnie Contreras *
Gertrude and James Corcoran
Lily and Kenneth Cornwell
Mary and Charles Crannell
Gerry and Alifa Crema
Terry Crisp
Jill Curry
Robert Cushing

Barbara and Walter Dabel
Irene Dalis-Loinaz
Patricia and Adnan Daoud
Virginia and Jack Daw
Jeannette De La Garza
Deborah and Michael Dean
Patti Decena
Chris Dederer
Jean Deken
Kerry Depold
Birgit and Francois Derendinger
Eileen Digiorio
Lynette and Richard DiNapoli
Linda and Daniel Dionne
Robert Ditlens
Richard Dole
Bill Douglas
Thomas Doyle
Jerard Drever
Thomas Duffy
Kathy and Tom Dunlap
Albert Dutra
Doris Ebert
Frances Edwards
Kathleen and Michael Ego
Mary and Paul Engle
Barbara and Leonard Espinosa
Vladislav Feldman *
Charese and Chris Fernandes
D. Fezell
Nancie Fimbel and C. Van Deman
David Fipp
Howard Fish
James Fish
Marjorie Fitting-Gifford
Kathleen and George Fitzgerald
Mary Fitzmaurice and Jon Forsman
George Fleming
Ryan Floyd
Paula and J. Foley
Wesley Fong
Richard Fontana
Dennis Frandsten
Joan and M. Freeman
Carole and John Freitas
Harold Funk
Gerard Furbershaw
Karen and David Furst

Slobodon Galeb
Eli Gardner
Jeanette Garretty
Marcia and Ernest Giachetti
John Gibbs
Greg Gillam
Alexandra and Jakub Goldberg
Nancy Goldcamp
Katharine and Larry Gomez
Diane and Chris Gordon
John Gorvad

Frank Goulette
David Grandey
David Graubard
James Green
Grace and William Greenwood
Helen and John Griffin
Audrey and Gilbert Guerin
Henry Gutierrez
Susan and Clifford Guttermann
Mildred Haas
Stanley Hajduk
Steve Hakes
Matthew Haley
Susan and Philip Hammer
Robert Hansen
Shelby Harbison
Solaian Harooni
Scott Harrison
Kathleen and John Harwood
Richard Hathorn
John Healey
David Heenan
Richard Hemmerling
Lisa Henderson
Peter Henderson
Wanda Hendrix-Talley and James Talley
Nanette Henneuse
Linda Herschbach and John Hershback
Jeanette and John Higginson
Edwin Hill
William Holland
Ronald Holloway
Thomas Hood
Craig Horan
D. Hoyt
Lois and Dale Hoyt
Patricia Hurst
Roy Idehara
Martha and Richard Ivester

William Jack
Sarah and Robert Jackowitz
Catherine and Steven Jacob
Cliff Jarrard
Georgia and Jack Jensen
Suzanne Jillo
Betty Jeanne Johnson
David Jones
Bhavani Kaki
Dennis Kauffman
Helene Kaufmann
Manjit Kaur and Pritpal Singh
Charley Kearns
Cathy and David Kenyon
Dianna and Thomas Kessler
Scott Kiepen
Chungsoon Kim
Lorrie and Richard Kitasoe
George Kyohara
William Klaus
Diane and William Kline
Alice and Arthur Knopf
Nancy and Richard Koch
Jan Kollenborn
Joseph Krale
Sonia Kreidenweis Dandy and David Dandy
John Kremzor *
Arra Krikorian
Lynn and Roop Lakkaraju
John Langley
Arleen Langley-Runels and Philip Runels
Anh Le
Mark Leach
Paul Lee
Rose and Milton Lee
Bob Leininger
Bob Lewis
Carolyn Lewis and Marilyn Radisch
Ronald Lindsay
Alina Liniecki
Thomas Lipari
Steve Lopes
Robert Lopez *
Nancy and Chyi Lu
Carol and John Luckhardt

MNO
Mohieddine Maaz
Carmen Maddock
David Madsen
Calixto Manriquez
Erika Mares
April and Ron Mason
Donald Massie
Brett Mattos
Raymond McCarthy
Sarah and William McCollam
Deborah and Hugh McDevitt
Kenneth McDonald
Anne and Jeffrey McGuire
Jessie and L. McGuire
Patricia McNeil
Maryanna and Don McSwain
Robert Melrose
Bette and Albert Mendizabal
Richard Merritt
Elizabeth and Therodore Meyer
Frederick Meyer
Syndie Meyer and Daniel Pappone
William Miller
Gail and Joseph Miluso
Linda Mixon
Ursula Moessner
Michael Morine
James Morley
Steve Mortara
Kristien and Joost Mortelmans
Rosemary and Johnny Musser
Janet and Warwick Musson
Helen and Frank Napier
Howard Nathanson
Anneke Neal
Ashleigh Nebeker *
Bertha and Richard Nelson
Harry Nesbitt
Larry Newcomer
Nancy and Bart Nielsen
Andrea and Gerald Nieto
Florence Nixon
Janet and James Noah
Margaret and John Norr
Diane Nunn
Lucy and Steve Oberholser
A. Oftedahl
Mona and R. Onstead
Esther and Ronald Orlando
J. Orman
Kathryn and David Pasek
Cindy and James Paulsen
Carolyn Pavlina
Adriana Pedrioli
Robert Pera
Rose and Raymond Peralez
Gary Peralta
Ernest Perry
Tom Perry
Donald Pester
Elizabeth Pfahnl
John Pfahnl
Judy and Robert Pfahnl
Stephen Picone
Benny Pierce
Eleanore and Jay Pinson
Susan and Cooper Pitsker
Lynn and Douglas Planchum
Kathryn and Orville Poe
Joan and John Poiirroo
Richard Ponce
Evelyn Porte
Robert Poston
Gary Proctor
Sandi and Douglas Radcliff
Rick Rasnick
Loreen Millman and Edward Rathmann
Greg Ratto
Robert Raye
Todd Ressler
Karen Reynolds *
Larry Rice
Paul Richardson
Jacqueline and Richard Ripplinger
Edithanne and Robert Rittenhouse
Dawnie and Anthony Rocca
Ralph Romero
Rafael Romo
Michael Ross
Mary and Donald Ryan
Zsuzsanna and James Salata
Jennifer Schellenberg
Patricia and Stephen Schott
Diane and Marvin Schreck
Karl Schulz
Ann Schutts and Robert Stiller
John Sensiba
Roberta Shaffer
John Sherman
William Shillhammer
John Shilling
Elveda Smith
Marianne and David Smith
Roseanne and Jason Smith
Suzette Sorrentino-Roberson and Cameron Roberson
Janet Spalding
Ludwig Spoljar
Lisa Sprague
Roger Stanton
Linda Starek
Tim Stejskal
Tricia and Keith Stephens
Lynn and Gregory Steward
Eloise Stiglitz and Alan Breus
Susan Stokes
Salvatore Strano
Gerard Strubeck
Donna Stuedeman and Marcus Brooks
Marianne and Edward Suriaga
Lucille and Thomas Sutkus
Sally Swanson
Gregory Swyt
Nancy and Alfred Syvertsen
Wayne Tanda
Kulbir Thind
Geraldine Thompson
Thomas Thompson
Suzanne and Jon Torgeson
Emilie Tran
Mark Trout
Janice and Gene Turner
Kit Turner
Marcie and David Turney
Joe Valdez
Cliff van Amen
Hank Vanderhulst
Gary Vandeweghe
William Venuti
Jim Vernes
Patricia Villemain
John Waddington
Jackie and Jerry Walker
Ted Wallace
Patrick Walsh
Diane and Bruce Walters
Nancy Walters and Thomas Nyce
James Watts
John Webb
Robert Wells
Marty Weybret
David Wheatley
Mary Lou and J. White
Richard White
Pamela Wiley-Wells
James Williams
Michael Wittig
Alan Wong
Bart Woytowicz
Louis Wright
Benjamin Yates
Cynthia and Conrad Zanotto
Angela and Brad Zaro
Jospeh Zatkin
Cheryl Zatkin-Steres
Friends of the University
Up to $499
Anonymous
Elaine and Gino Abad
Milo Abadilla
Deborah Abbott
Frances and Richard Abbott
Grace Abbott
Martí and David Abbott
Marye Abbott
James Abe
Darlene Abel
Heidi Abele
Maurice Abraham
Loriann Abrams
Wani and Kenneth Abreu
Graziella Abu-Jawdeh
Lorena Acevedo
Lish Ackerman
Georgia and James Ackley
Ronald Aclan
Teddy Acojedo
Esther Acosta
Constance Adams
Douglas Adams
Elizabeth and Robert Adams
Linda Adams
Marcia and Earl Adams
William Adams
Ian Adamson
Frank Addison
Jayanti Addleman
Yomi Adebakin
Stephen Adediji
James Agan
Jan Agosta
Colette and Jack Agresti
Moninderjeet Agroia and Todd Lewis
Rafael Aguayo
Dolores Aguilar
Edith Aguilar
Guadalupe Aguilar
Isaías Aguilara
James Aguilara
Gloria Sue and Rudolph Aguirre
Susana Aguirre-Ballard
Austin Ahern
Bruce Ahnberg
Rebekah Ahrendt
Kathleen Aira
Jeanne and Douglas Aitken
Debbie and Marcus Aiu
Michael Akina
Sandra and Ray Akrawi
Anne Akrop
Marjorie and Michael Alaimo
Bernice Alaniz
Maria Alaniz
Louie Albanese
John Albers
Jack Albiani
John Alcicati
Boyd Alder
Miesje and Stephen Aldrich
Robert Aldrich
Dino Alessio
Caroline and Alfred Alexander
Eddie Alexander
Louis Alexander
Patrick Alexander
Helen Alexander Morris
Joy Alexiou
Christina Alfaro
Gabriel Alfaro
Marjorie Alfs
Sonbol Aliabadi
JoAnn Alioto
Douglas Allard
Mary Alloc
Amy Alloc
Charla Allen
Clyde Allen
Derrick Allen
Michael Allen
Michelle and Thomas Allen
Robert Allen
Robin Allen
Agnes Allison
Rebecca Allison
Cheryl and Dale Allmen-Vinnedge
Tommie Almond
Olawale Afolo
Charles Alonso
Richard Alpers
Jill and Ken Alperstein
Lloyd Altamirano
Robert Altman
Janet Alvarez
Jorge Alvarez
Stephanie and Francisco Alves
Rose Amador and
Noe Montoya
Cheryl Ambler
Elizabeth Ambrosi
Jeanne Ames
Paula Ametjian
Cheryl Amezquita
Gregory Amico
Michelle Amores
Ernest Amsden
Richard Amyx
Thalia Anagnos
Peggy Anastasia
Ann and Robert Anderson
Barbara Anderson
Cecilia Anderson
Collette and George Anderson
Debbie Anderson
Jonathan Anderson
Kristin Anderson
Louis Anderson
Marlene Anderson
Matthew Anderson
Norma and Carl Anderson
Sandra and Stephen Anderson
Vance Anderson
William Anderson
Kimberly Andrade
Barbara Andreini
Maureen and Jeffrey Anderson
Richard Andrews
Margery Andrjajschiv
Lynn Andrus
Seri Angel
Tracy and Pete Angelidakis
Jeanette Angelides
Cathalia Anggraini
Ann Angst
Leslie Anido
Laurie and Harold Anino
Westley Anselmo
Robert Antonio
Linda and Nicholas Antonopoulos
Mary Ann Aoki
Elaine Applebaum
Ronald Appleby
Dorothy and Clarion Appledoor
Elizabeth Appling
Ellen Aragon
William Aragona
Don Archer
Kenneth Arechiga
Hilda Arellano
Michael Arellano
Susan Aremas
Dolores Arenas
Jeff Argabright
W. Argabright
Marita and Richard Arington
Linda Aris-Montes
Kathleen Arken
Ralph Armenio
Cynthia and Richter Armer
George Armstrong
Grant Armstrong
Theres Arnaudo
Kevin Arnold
Marie Arnold
Thomas Arnold
John Arnott
Harlan Arp
Victor Arranaga
Elma Arrendon
Maria and Robert Arrendon
Jamie and Anthony Arreola
Mary Arreloa-Lopez
Matina Arriaga and
Matthew Kleiner
Lucy and Donald Arthur
Sacha Arts
Leslie Asbury
Yukiko Ascue
Camille Asercion
Shelley Ash
Karen Ashby
Sandra Ashby
Nancy and Neal Ashton
David Asquith
Arlene Asuncion
Marlene Asuncion
Neal Atchison
Alyce Athanasiou
George Athanasiou
Lois Atkinson
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A former teacher, Betty Jeanne Johnson knows how important it is for children to have caring and committed teachers. She gives regularly to the Annual Fund and to the College of Education.

Betty Jeanne Johnson, ’41 Education, knew she wanted to teach in an elementary school long before she had to declare a major. “For as long as I can remember, I’ve always wanted to be a first-grade teacher,” she says. “I have so many happy memories of my time at San José State—all I have are happy memories. I loved being there. They taught me to be a teacher, and I think I was a good teacher.”

In elementary school, in San José, Betty Jeanne first met her late husband, Kenneth, a boy she “forgot all about” when he moved away. Kenneth, however, did not forget. Ten years later, after much searching, he tracked her down at San José State. “I had another boyfriend at the time,” she says with a laugh—but that soon changed.

After receiving her degree, she taught in San Martin. The Johnsons married in 1942. “It was wartime,” she explains, and when Kenneth, a pilot in the U.S. Air Force, left Santa Clara County, she accompanied him, substitute teaching when and where she could.

“Our was a good, long, romantic marriage,” Betty Jeanne says and throughout their marriage the Johnsons made a tradition of giving—to educational institutions and other charitable organizations. Now a widow living in San Francisco, Betty Jeanne continues that tradition. For more than 50 years, she has contributed to the humanitarian organization CARE. She also contributes to the San José Museum of Art, the San José Historical Museum and the Guadalupe River Park. To her alma mater, she gives regularly to the Annual Fund and to the College of Education.

“San José State is my college and I’m loyal to it,” she says. “I don’t have a lot. I’m not a large contributor, but when you add it all up, it’s pretty good,” she says. “And if everybody would do the same, it would be even better.”
SJSU Director of Science Education and Professor of Chemistry Maureen Scharberg helps a future teacher lead grade-school children through a science experiment.
Sharing his good fortune

Since 1987, World War II veteran Bertram Gale Jr. has been giving to the Annual Fund. His reason is simple. He gives “so that kids can go to school.”

When Bertram Gale Jr., ’48 Industrial Arts, thinks back on his most vivid memory of his time at San José State, it is actually the memory of leaving it. As did so many men of his generation, Gale interrupted his academic studies to serve his country in the U.S. Army. Along with 99 other Spartans, including his friend Bill Perry and San Jose Mercury News reporter Harry Farrell, Gale was part of the historic “March of 100.” Together, as a unit, that group of young Spartan men walked from campus to the downtown train depot to begin their military service during World War II. All were leaving San José and college for the battlefields of Europe and the uncertainties of life as a soldier.

One of the lucky ones, Gale came home to finish his degree at SJSU. “I thoroughly enjoyed my time at San José State, before the war and after,” he says, then jokes: “Thank God, they kept me for as long as they did!”

After graduation, he embarked on what would become a 33-year career at Chevron USA. For the last 15 years of that span, he worked in the company’s San Francisco office. He retired in 1981 as manager of industrial relations for exploration, land and production activities.

Since 1987, he has been giving to the university's Annual Fund. The reason is simple, he says. He gives so that “kids can go to school.”

Gale, who celebrated his 85th birthday in October, doesn’t get out much these days, but he’s proud to be a Spartan and support the university. “When I started to do well, I thought I’d better give a little bit back,” he says.

—A “little bit” that means a great deal to the university and future Spartans.
Bertram Gale helps to ensure that deserving students have the financial support to study at SJSU.
Thank you for your gift to San Jose State University.
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Mrs. Martha A. Uelman
Ms. Julia Weber
Mr. Robert A. Weeks
Ms. Judith C. Wells-Walberg

Mrs. Erna Werner
Ms. Jean Wetenkamp
Mrs. Rachel E. Whittaker
Mrs. Jo B. Whitlatch

Frederick N. Fitting
Dr. Marjorie A. Fitting-Gifford

Donald Dominic Gianfermo

Mrs. Donna M. Barnes
Mr. Steve C. Barnes
Ms. Jackie Barnes

Susan Hofner
Refresh Your Memory, Inc.

Mr. Kent Herkenrath
Ms. Allison D. Bates
Mr. Jason T. Clark
Mr. Robert J. devincenzi
Mr. Robert W. Foy
Mrs. Barbara B. Foy
Mrs. Doreen Freitas

Mr. Stanley Gadway
Mrs. Marilyn D. Gadway

Mrs. Maria S. Gilmore
Mr. John K. Herkenrath

Mr. Richard L. Lee, CPA
Ms. Jennifer K. Murray

Ms. Jennifer S. Pavicich
Ms. Lynne Rogers-Rabineau
Mr. Ko F. Suzuki

Mr. S. Van Loo
Mr. Lee C. Gingrich  
Mrs. Elizabeth Gingrich  
Mr. William E. Heiss  
Mr. Clifford R. Johnson  
JWS Foundation, Inc.  
Mrs. Margaret Kain  
Herbert K. Kain, M.D.  
Mrs. Rina Katzen  
Vida Carmen Kenk, Ph.D.  
Mr. William J. Minkel  
Mrs. Jan M. Lilac  
Ms. Lina Melkonian  
Mr. David R. Mesher  
Mrs. Marsha J. Mesher  
Mrs. Joan Minnick  
Dr. Donald D. Minnick  
Dr. Alexander B. Rudavsky  
Mrs. Juanita Rudavsky  
Mrs. Jean C. Shuh  
Mr. Clarence J. Shuh  
Ms. Lois C. Thomas  
Dr. William J. Venuti  
Dr. Ted J. Sieff  
Mr. Douglas E. Adams  
Dr. Armistre Staley  
Ms. Paula C. Ametjian  
Mr. Hugh E. Staley  
Mrs. Bonnie J. Clark  
Mr. George B. Clark  
Mrs. Phyllis A. Eisenbaum  
Ms. Paula C. Ametjian  
Mr. Dean A. Stepovich  
Mr. Bill Carey  

Helen Ann Smythe Swanson  
Mr. G. Gerald FitzGerald  
Mrs. Millie FitzGerald  

Mr. John Wenzel  
Mrs. Lilian Wenzel Beggs  
Mr. Thomas W. Beggs  
Mr. Bruce Bondelie  
Mrs. Madeleine Burger  
Ms. Felicia N. Coggin  
Mrs. Nancy L. Diez  
Mr. Raul G. Diaz  
Mrs. Marianne P. Douglas  
Mrs. Aiko R. Fadness  
Mrs. Mavis B. Forney  
Mrs. Jeanette K. Francis  
Ms. Bettyle L. Hartman  
Mrs. Harriet M. Holmes  
Mrs. Christine Homan  
Mrs. Cyntie I. Jackson  

Ms. Amy R. Katzenstein  
Clarence and Nancy Kludt  
Mrs. Helen Kosmata  
Ms. Ellen E. Mann  
Mrs. Pamela G. McClellan  
Ms. Chris Milosovich  
Mrs. Hisaye M. Misaki  
Mrs. Patricia A. Moorhead  
Mrs. Vivian Moutafian  
Mr. Shane Moutafian  
Mr. Ernest W. Rideout  
Mrs. Bonnie Scheide  
Mr. William Scheide  
Ms. Carrol J. Towner  
Union District Employees  
Mrs. Yvonne K. O’Brien  
Mr. James Veteran  
Mrs. Julia A. Weasa  
Clifford and Rosalyn Wenzel  
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Wenzel, J  
Mr. Philip Wenzel  
Mrs. Line Withrow  
Mr. Robert V. Withrow  

Gifts in honor of  

Catherine J. Thrush  
Silicon Valley Screenwriter’s Group  

Connie Lurie  
Ayco Charitable Foundation  
Lynette and Richard DiNapoli  
Patricia Lurie  
Taube Family Foundation  
The Ueberroth Family Foundation  

Don W. Kassing  
San Jose Sports Authority  

Dr. Debra David  
Susan Meyers and Michael Oshar  

Dr. Martha M. Yates  
Western Society for Physical Education of College Women  

Dr. Tootell’s  
Natalie Oliver  

Jo Ann Riske  
Patricia and Bob Harrell  

Jo Bell Whistlatch  
Brandenburg Family Foundation  

George Diehr  
Carolyn Osenbury  
Ivan Gendzef  
Gerald M. Kline Foundation  
Deborah Masters  
Velora and George Moore  
Priscilla Peters  
Marion Reid  
Carmen and Robert Sigler  
Jean Wheeler  
Rhea Williamson  
Emily Wughalter  

John W. Williams  
Deborah Harden  
Paula Jefferis-Nilsen  
Paula Messina  
Jenny Metz and David Anderson  
Ellen Metzger  
Jonathan Miller  
Robert Miller  
June Oberdorfer  
Donald Reed  
Richard Sedlock  
Virginia Smith and Harvey Kim  

Joshua Marx  
Susan and David Schwartz  

Judy Reynolds  
Edith Crowe  

June Anne English-Lueck  
Thomas Layton  

Loving grandparents,  
Mr. and Mrs. Obbi  
Ranjit Obbi  

Mike Voss  
Grace Abbott  

Ned Kopp  
Ben Reichmuth  

Paul Pereira  
Maria Mustonen  

Paul Periera  
Katja Irvin  

Rod Diridon  
Judith and Joseph Epstein  
Suzanne and Eugene Valla  

Rosa S. Ramirez and Jose Guadalupe Ramirez  
Maria Ramirez  

Steve Carlan’s 65th Birthday  
Shelli and Harold Kushins  


DECEASED  
RECENT GRAD
2007 Senior Class Gifts

Adriana Ross
Dominique and Walter Van Hooff
Alby Kwok, Mom and Dad
Sharon Kwok
Alexandra M. Deford
Karen Hulme
All my professors @ SJSU and the Czech-Glenn family
Amanda Glenn
All the former foster youth who have achieved their dreams
Eloise Stiglitz and Alan Breus
Anacleto J. Ramirez and Maria E. Ramirez
Maria Ramirez
Artemio and Eloida Leonardo
Eloida Leonardo
Bertrand Mollinier, my husband; Sue and Ray Sheldon, my parents
Stephanie Sheldon-Mollinier
Charles and Charlene Cox
Catherine Cox
Christine Pham
Amy Guerra
CME Society
Buzuyu Ketsis
Cris DiSalvo and Natalie Morella
Elizabeth Prado
Dang Thai and My Nguyen
Anh Thai
Danielle Tradeau
Christine Zaky
Derrick and Donna Smith
Timothy Huber
Dr. Naomi Ragni
Dianne Lynch

Dr. Victoria Dickerson, my professor
Simone Lundquist
Drew G. Olson
Rebecca and Jerold Olson
Ernie & Gloria Lipa
Gloria and Ernest Lipari
Evaristo Gonzalez, Jr., Manuela Gonzalez
Evelyn E. Lee and Sheena T. Lee
Juenita Lee
Gary and Kathleen Milglav
Kathleen Milglav
George Honzik, Grandmom and Dad
Antonia Roman
Jackie W. Ts and Chon King Fong
Chu Fong
Jamie-Marie Olaiz
Laura and Manuel Olaiz
Jhona E. Lataquing
Emma Camagong
John and Kali Mick
Patricia Kelly-Mick
John and Gail McGinnis
Cara McGinnis
John and Wilma Henderson
Glenda Henderson-Balmet
Josephine (Dody) Pittman
Janet Pittman
Khai Duong and Doo Doan
Khanh Duong
Leah Robinson
Stephanie Wick
Mark Bergthold
Beverly Bergthold
Max Rain, our son
Janet Burdick and Scott Miller
Michael J. Ragni
Paula Ragni
Michael McIsaac
Christine and Mike McIsaac

Milagros P. Santos and Mark P. Santos
(mother & brother)
Grace Santos
My amazing mom and family
Sarah Scott
My family and Nick
Nancy Denton
My husband and my daughters
Renee Cailloux
Nancy Fernandez and Catalino Fernandez
Nicole Carabajal
Norma Dore and Soledad Olivas
Rosalinda Gonzales
Nguyen Bao Hoang
Thanh Ta
Nicole Bettina Woodson and the Woodson Family
Santa Clara Valley Contractor’s Association
Professor Bill O’Brien and Louis LaRocco, Sr.
Gina Bateman
Professor Mahesh N. Raj and Professor Laimin Lo
Tuan Lam
Professor Pat Stelwagon and his parents
Charles Dietz
Professor Stu Karkinsky
Peter Fecurka
Ramon and Gisela Ramirez, my parents
Erica Ramirez
Richard and Dolores Santa Cruz
Selena Santa Cruz
Ron and Cera Vidamo
Christine Vidamo
Shing-Li Wu and Shang-Shing Hsu
Wen-Ting Hsu
Tabitha Guzman
Vicki Guzman

The Milde Family and the SJSU Recreation Department
Matthew Milde
Tony Arreola and Adam Alexa
Jamie and Anthony Arreola
Tracy Rosario, Christine Bautista, Gerald Joanino, and Tiffany Taylor
Cheryl and Dale Allmen-Vinnedge
University Advancement student graduates
Robin Bates
Daniel Hoebeka
Janikke Klem
Lina Melkonian
Paul Richardson
Sylvia Light
Nancy Stewart and Dan Soriano
Veronica Perez
Lorraine Lance
Vicky Deggs and Howard Taub
Jeremy Taub
Virginia and Robert Sun
Debra Sun
Wendy Ju
Melissa Ferguson
Wendy Ju and Janet Sundrud
Marlene Asuncion
Sheri and Steven Bragg
Beth Colbert
Robert Drury
Anne Johnson
Sandy Moran
Leslie Rohn
Laura and Ricardo Urbanejo
William Niblock
Darcie Kiyan
Your support does make a difference

Although San José State is a public university, donor support is needed now more than ever. Maintaining academic excellence and cutting-edge programs, and keeping talented, award-winning faculty becomes more expensive every day. Your support is a vital ingredient in increasing the already high quality of an SJSU education. We are most grateful for your ongoing commitment and investment in San José State’s educational mission and vision.

Ways to give

Cash – Make a quick and easy gift by writing a check or using a credit card. You can use the enclosed envelope or mail your gift to: Tower Foundation, San José State University, One Washington Square, San José, CA 95192-0256.

Online – Use our secure web site with your credit card. Simply go to www.sjsu.edu/giving/ and click on Give to SJSU online.

Securities – Avoid long-term capital gain tax by giving stocks, mutual funds or bonds to SJSU. For information on how to transfer securities, please visit our web site.

Planned Gifts – Make a gift now that gives benefits later. For information on gifts of real estate, charitable annuities, bequests, and life income arrangements, call the Office of Planned Giving at 408-924-1123.

Note to our contributors

This Donor Honor Roll includes all who have supported San José State University between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007. We have made every effort to assure the accuracy and completeness of the information published on these pages. Please accept our sincere apologies for any inadvertent omissions or errors and contact us at stewardship@sjsu.edu so that we may correct our records.

With our appreciation for your support of San José State,
The University Advancement staff

San José State University is the Silicon Valley’s largest institution of higher learning, with 30,000 students and 4,000 employees. Our 154-acre campus is set in downtown San José, the nation’s 10th largest city and home to leading tech companies. Founded in 1857, the university is the oldest public institution of higher education on the West Coast and one of the largest in the California State University system.